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Abstract 

Evan Neilson, Tumultuous 2020, T20-A-L-2021-013 

Biographical Information/Overview of Interview: Evan Neilson was born in Hoffman 

Estates, Illinois in 2000, and grew up in Bartlett, Illinois, graduating from Bartlett High School 

in 2018. While in high school, Evan was involved in theater, band, drum major, speech, debate, 

and the drama board. At the time of the interview Evan attended the University of Illinois 

(Urbana-Champaign), and was history major with a minor in education. While at UIUC, Evan 

was in the Marching Illini Band playing the sousaphone. He also is a Student Wellness 

Ambassador helping students with COVID safety precautions, including testing, boarding pass 

entry, the Safer Illinois app, vaccinations, and providing wellness information. He is also active 

in play productions 

During this interview Evan covers the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic upon the life of 

University of Illinois students from March 2020 thru April 2021. He discusses the abrupt 

shutdown of the University in March 2020 and the hurried exit from University housing. He talks 

about having all of his in-person classes suddenly going to remote learning, and also discussed 

how the COVID restrictions impacted his involvement in plays and the marching band. He talks 

about the changes at the UI campus for 2020-21, which included his position as a Student 

Wellness Ambassador. He reviews the University’s Shield Illinois saliva testing program, the 

Safer Illinois Boarding pass, the role of wellness centers, and the creation of the vaccination 

locations. Other topic covered include the impact of stay at home orders upon the family during 

the summer and semester breaks, the training he received for being a Wellness Ambassador, and 

the possible status for the University 2021-22 school year. 

Subject Headings/Key Words: COVID-19 at the University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign; 

from in-class to virtual learning; Shield Illinois saliva testing program; Safer Illinois app; UIUC 

vaccination program; Student Wellness Ambassador for safety awareness; impact of COVID-19 

on extracurricular activities (marching band, plays, sports); impact on family life due to stay at 

home orders for students; Illini Marching Band 

Notes to the Reader: Readers of the oral history memoir should bear in mind that this is a 

transcript of the spoken word, and that the interviewer, interviewee and editor sought to preserve 

the informal, conversational style that is inherent in such historical sources. The Abraham 

Lincoln Presidential Library is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the memoir, nor for the 

views expressed therein. We leave these for the reader to judge. 
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